
 

 

 

DYNASTACK CHOOSES COLOGIX DALLAS INFOMART DATA CENTER TO  

SUPPORT CLOUD ECOSYSTEM AND IT SERVICES 

Dallas, TX – August 5, 2013 – Cologix™, a network neutral interconnection and data center company, announced today that 

Dynastack Inc., a Dallas based cloud ecosystems and IT services provider has chosen Cologix’s Dallas INFOMART data center to 

house their critical mission infrastructure.  Dynastack offers Cloud Desktops in its private and public cloud ecosystems as well as 

public or private VDI solutions allowing enterprise users to provision virtual desktops and workstations one time complete with 

profiles, roles, security, applications and storage, and then deploy that instance to hundreds of users in a matter of minutes.  

“We primarily use local resources before bursting to the cloud when resources are required while we continually back-up both 

instances so it is important for us to have a data center provider supporting our mission critical infrastructure that is close to a 

concentration of our customers,” stated Jared Rice CEO, Dynastack.  “Cologix’s INFOMART data center provides us with a local, 

flexible and secure data center environment that has the robust connectivity we need to continue growing at a rapid rate.” 

Cologix enables customers to grow their networks rapidly and cost-effectively by delivering flexible space, reliable power, and 

dense connectivity to customers in the carrier, content delivery, media, financial services and enterprise communities. Cologix’s 

INFOMART data center is supported by a robust infrastructure that includes hot aisle containment pods, modular power 

distribution units and the latest in modular In-Row cooling technology.  Customers have the unique ability to directly 

interconnect with existing customers and 30+ networks in Cologix's existing MMR at the Dallas INFOMART as well as accessing 

other tenants in the building. 

“We continue to see strong demand in Dallas within our Cloud and Internet Solutions communities and we are pleased to 

welcome Dynastack to our data center,” stated Rob DeVita, General Manager, Cologix Dallas.  “Dynastack offers innovative 

cloud solutions and we look forward to supporting their infrastructure and introducing them to new customers in Dallas.” 

About Cologix, Inc. 

Cologix, Inc. is a network neutral interconnection and colocation company headquartered in Denver, Colorado, that provides 

massively scalable interconnection services and secure, reliable colocation services in densely connected, strategically located 

facilities in Dallas, Minneapolis, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. With more than 330 network choices and fourteen prime 

interconnection locations, Cologix currently serves over 550 carrier, managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services 

and enterprise customers. The company’s experienced team of communications infrastructure professionals is committed to 

providing its customers the highest standard of local customer support. www.cologix.com. 

About Dynastack, Inc.  
Dynastack is a Dallas based cloud ecosystems and IT services provider that focuses on helping their customers coevolve and 
support their business ecology with the most innovative technologies available.  
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